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training have also been reported in the prefrontal cortex
(Rainer and Miller, 2000). While some evidence suggests
that this change in stimulus selectivity with learning is
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New York University observed in only a small number of neurons (Logothetis
et al., 1995; Logothetis and Pauls, 1995), others studiesNew York, New York 10003
have found evidence for more widespread changes in
selectivity (Baker et al., 2002; Kobatake et al., 1998;
Sigala et al., 2002). Experiments in the perirhinal cortexSummary
and area TE have shown that training on various paired
associate tasks results in neurons that respond highlyIn the neocortex, extensive training results in en-
hanced neuronal selectivity for learned stimuli relative selectively to both members of a particular learned pair,
termed “pair-coding” neurons (Erickson and Desimone,to novel stimuli. This enhanced selectivity has been
taken as evidence for learning-related plasticity. Much 1999; Messinger et al., 2001; Naya et al., 2003; Sakai
and Miyashita, 1991). It has been suggested that theseless is known, in contrast, about the representation
of well-learned information in the hippocampus. In this pair-coding neurons may play a role in the process of
memory storage or retrieval.study, we examined the responses of individual hippo-
campal neurons to well-learned and novel stimuli pre- Research in both humans and experimental animals
has shown that while selective hippocampal damagesented in the context of an associative learning task.
There was no difference in the response magnitude impairs memory for recently acquired information, it
leaves remotely acquired memories intact on a numberor visual response latency of hippocampal neurons to
the well-learned and novel stimuli. In contrast, hippo- of different tasks (Bayley et al., 2003; Kim and Fanselow,
1992; Manns et al., 2003; Takehara et al., 2002; Zola-campal neurons responded significantly more selec-
tively to the well-learned stimuli relative to the novel Morgan and Squire, 1990; but see Nadel et al., 2000).
These findings have led to the idea that the hippocam-stimuli. These findings show that hippocampal cells,
like neocortical cells, show greater selectivity to well- pus is important for a consolidation process that stabi-
lizes memory from an initially labile form to a long-lastinglearned stimuli compared to novel stimuli.
stable form that is no longer dependent on the hippo-
campus. In the previous studies, however, experiment-Introduction
ers have focused on remotely acquired memories that
are either not explicitly retrieved or only sporadicallyFindings from both human and animal studies support
the idea that the hippocampus is critical for the success- retrieved between acquisition and test and therefore
performance levels are typically far from ceiling. Theful formation of new long-term memories (Rempel-
Clower et al., 1996; Zola et al., 2000; Zola-Morgan et al., role of the hippocampus in signaling information about
remotely learned and extensively practiced information,1986). Other findings point to the important role of the
temporal neocortex as the ultimate storage site for those in contrast, is less clear.
To examine the role of the hippocampus in the repre-memories (Graham and Hodges, 1997; Reed and Squire,
1998; Squire and Alvarez, 1995). Consistent with these sentation of remotely learned and extensively practiced
information, we recorded from hippocampal neurons aslatter reports, neurophysiological studies in nonhuman
primates have shown robust effects of visual experience animals performed a location-scene association task.
In this task, animals learned which one of four identicalon neural activity throughout the temporal lobe. Two
general categories of long-lasting experience-depen- targets superimposed on a complex visual scene was
associated with reward. Each day, animals not onlydent plasticity have been described. First, a common
effect of long-term visual experience is the gradual de- learned novel location-scene associations, but they also
performed a set of four highly familiar “reference”crease of neural activity as an initially novel stimulus
becomes familiar (Fahy et al., 1993; Li et al., 1993; Riches scenes randomly intermixed with the new scenes. To
determine if hippocampal cells signal well-learned infor-et al., 1991). This effect is also observed in the prefrontal
cortex (Asaad et al., 1998; Rainer and Miller, 2000). A mation, we compared the response magnitude, visual
response latency, and degree of selectivity of hippo-second category of experience-dependent plasticity in-
volves changes in a neuron’s stimulus-selective re- campal cells to both new and highly familiar scenes.
We show that hippocampal neurons signal well-learnedsponse properties. Neurons with high stimulus selectiv-
ity typically respond with increased firing rates to one stimuli with a significantly more selective response com-
pared to novel stimuli.particular visual stimulus compared to other visual stim-
uli, and this increase in stimulus selectivity has been
reported following extensive training on visual discrimi- Results
nations (Baker et al., 2002; Kobatake et al., 1998; Logo-
thetis et al., 1995; Logothetis and Pauls, 1995; Sigala et Effects of Learning on Behavioral Performance
al., 2002). Similar increases in stimulus selectivity with and Behavioral Response Latency
We trained two monkeys to perform a location-scene
association task with both new scenes and four highly*Correspondence: wendy@cns.nyu.edu
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Figure 1. Behavioral Task and Recording
Sites
(A) Schematic diagram of the location-scene
association task. Each trial started with a pre-
sentation of a central cue. After fixation, a
scene was presented with four targets super-
imposed on it, which was followed by a delay
period. At the end of the delay period, the
fixation point disappeared, cueing the animal
to make an eye movement response to one
of the targets. Each day, animals were pre-
sented with four well-learned reference
scenes randomly intermixed with 2–4 novel
scenes.
(B) A coronal MRI image through the center
of the recording chamber of monkey 2. The
hippocampus is outlined in red. The graph on
the right shows a sagittal representation of
the anterioposterior (plotted in mm from the
interaural line) and dorsoventral (plotted in
mm from the tip of the guide tube) locations
of the nonselective (black) and selective (red)
cells. See Wirth et al. (2003), Figure 1B for the
locations of the recording sites for monkey 1.
familiar reference scenes (Figure 1A). The average per- on the excitatory and inhibitory cell classifications, since
there were no significant differences between the re-formance of the two animals on reference scenes across
the recording sessions was 98% (monkey 1, 96.7%; sponses of these classes of cells on any of the measures
described below.monkey 2, 99.4%). Animals learned 270 of 347 novel
scenes and performed an average of 75% correct. We In a previous study (Wirth et al., 2003), we analyzed
the baseline firing rates for this population of hippocam-found that long-term memory for the highly familiar refer-
ence scenes was reflected in the reaction time of the eye pal cells and identified a population of high firing rate
cells (20 spikes/s) and a population of low firing ratemovement response. Animals responded significantly
faster to the reference scenes compared to the new cells (20 spikes/s). The low and high firing rate cells
have similarities to the putative pyramidal and putativescenes (reference  239  5 ms, new  370  7 ms,
correct trials only; t test, T  2.58, p  0.01). interneurons described in the rat hippocampus (Frank
et al., 2002; Wirth et al., 2003). However, because there
were no differences observed between the low and highNeural Activity: Basic Response Properties
firing rate cells for any of the measures examined in thisWe recorded a total of 145 cells from the hippocampus
study, we will not comment further on them.of two monkeys (82 cells in monkey 1 and 63 cells in
monkey 2; Figure 1B). This population of cells is the
Neuronal Response Latency to Visual Stimulisame population used to examine learning-related activ-
Given that behavioral response latency was significantlyity in the hippocampus (Wirth et al., 2003). In that study,
shorter to the well-learned reference scenes comparedwe described a subset of 25 hippocampal neurons that
to novel scenes, we asked whether this differential reac-showed learning-related changes in neuronal activity
tion time might also be reflected in the neuron’s visualthat were highly correlated with behavioral performance.
response latency to the reference compared to the newWe called these cells changing cells. We included the
scenes. To address this question, we compared thechanging cells in the following analyses, but only used
mean visual response latency to reference and newtrials from the changing cells (including both correct and
scenes for the 74 neurons that had scene-selective re-error trials) when the animals were performing better
sponses. There was no difference in the mean visualthan 80% correct. Thus, any significant learning-related
response latency to reference and new scenes (refer-changes in neural activity were excluded from the pres-
ence  151.9  8.8 ms, new  152  10.1 ms, p  0.5,ent analysis.
paired t test; Figure 2A). Figure 2B shows a populationWe first asked how many cells showed activity that
peristimulus time histogram of all selective excitatorywas dependent on the identity of the scenes. To address
this question, we applied a permutation test to the neural
activity during the scene and delay periods of the task
Table 1. Selectively Responding Cells(see Experimental Procedures). Of the 145 hippocampal
cells recorded, 97 cells responded selectively during the Scene Period Delay Period Both
scene presentation only (n 35), delay interval only (n Only Only Periods Total
10), or both periods of the task (n  52; Table 1). 70 of
Selective cells 35 10 52 97
the 97 selective cells showed an increased response Excitatory 24 9 37 70
during the trial period relative to the baseline period, Inhibitory 11 1 15 27
and the remaining 27 showed a decreased response
Total hippocampal cells  145.
relative to baseline (Table 1). We do not comment further
Well-Learned Information in the Hippocampus
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Figure 3. Familiarity Signal
(A) Average normalized response (meanSEM) of selective neurons
to reference and new scenes during the scene (n  87) and delay
(n  62) periods of the task.
(B) Average normalized response (meanSEM) of selective neurons
to “best” reference and “best” new scenes during the scene and
delay periods of the task.
response to reference and new scenes for the 97 selec-
tive neurons during both the scene and delay periods
of the task (Figure 3A). For each cell, we averaged re-
sponses separately to an average of 3.8 reference
scenes (range 2 to 4) and an average of 3.27 new scenes
(range 2 to 4) presented in a given session. There was
no difference in the magnitude of the average response
to the reference scenes compared to the new scenes
during the scene period (reference 7.8 0.7 spikes/s,
new  8.8  0.7 spikes/s, p  0.13, paired t test) or the
delay period of the task (reference 5.5 0.5 spikes/s,
Figure 2. Neuronal Response Latency to Visual Stimuli new  6.8  0.4 spikes/s, p  0.48, paired t test).
(A) Neuronal response latency to reference scenes (x axis) is plotted Previous studies have reported that extensive visual
against neuronal response latency to new scenes (y axis) for the experience can result in prominent responses to highly
population of cells responding selectively during the scene period familiar stimuli (Kobatake et al., 1998; Logothetis et al.,
of the task (n  74).
1995; Logothetis and Pauls, 1995; Naya et al., 2003;(B) Averaged normalized population peristimulus time histogram for
Sakai and Miyashita, 1991). It follows that averaging48 excitatory cells to the reference scene (black) and new scene
the response to all new and all reference scenes could(gray) that elicited the strongest response. The visual response la-
tency for excitatory cells ranged from 50 to 240 ms. The x axis shows potentially mask such a response pattern. To address
time from scene onset in ms. The vertical lines indicate boundaries this possibility, we examined the responses of the 97
between the prestimulus baseline period (300 to 0 ms), scene selective cells to the one reference and new scene that
period (0 to 500 ms), and delay period (500 to 700 ms) of the task.
elicited the strongest response (termed “best” referenceThe x axis shows time in ms from scene onset. The dark line on the
scene and “best” new scene, respectively) during eitherx axis shows the time during which the scene was shown. Bin size
the scene or delay period of the task (Figure 3B). There50 ms.
was no difference in the average response to the best
reference and best new scenes during either the scene
period (bestref  12.9  2.0 spikes/s, bestnew  12.9 cells to reference and new scenes (n  48). Consistent
1.5 spikes/s, p  0.5, paired t test) or the delay periodwith previous studies (Eifuku et al., 1995; Miyashita et
(bestref 7.4 1.1 spikes/s, bestnew 8.2 0.7 spikes/s,al., 1989; Rolls et al., 1993), we found that the range of
p  0.3, paired t test) of the task.visual response latencies of hippocampal cells was wide
(range  50–350 ms).
Measures of Selectivity
We next asked if the selectivity of hippocampal cellsResponse to Reference and New Scenes:
Effects of Familiarity might be modulated by the extensive training with the
reference scenes compared to the new scenes. ForMany (Li et al., 1993; Riches et al., 1991; Wilson et al.,
1990; Xiang and Brown, 1998; Zhu et al., 1995), but not these analyses, we defined selectivity using two differ-
ent selectivity indices previously described in the litera-all (Baker et al., 2002), previous studies in the monkey
temporal lobe have reported stronger responses to ture (Moody et al., 1998; selectivity index, or SI, and
depth of tuning index, or DTI). For each selective cell,novel compared to familiar stimuli. This pattern of re-
sponse has been termed the familiarity effect. To deter- we calculated the SI or DTI separately for responses to
new scenes and to reference scenes during the scenemine if hippocampal neurons signal the relative familiar-
ity of the scenes used in the location-scene association and delay periods of the task. For both the SI and the
DTI, we analyzed only those selective cells that weretask, we compared the absolute value of the average
Neuron
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Figure 4. Selectivity Index and Depth of Tuning Index
(A and B) Histograms illustrating the distribution of the selectivity index (SI) calculated for reference scenes (black bars) and new scenes (gray
bars) for the 57 selective neurons during scene period (A) and the 44 selective cells during the delay period (B) of the task. The mean SI for
reference scenes during the scene period was 0.55 (black arrow) and the mean SI for the new scenes was 0.47 (gray arrow). The mean SI for
reference scenes during the delay period was 0.52 (black arrow) and the mean SI for new scenes was 0.41 (gray arrow).
(C and D) Distribution of the depth of tuning index (DTI) calculated for the reference scenes (black bars) and new scenes (gray bars) for the
57 selective cells during the scene period and the 44 selective cells during the delay period of the task, respectively. The mean DTI for
reference scenes during the scene period was 0.75 (black arrow) and mean DTI for the new scenes was 0.67 (gray arrow). The mean DTI for
reference scenes during the delay period was 0.75 (black arrow) and the mean DTI for new scenes was 0.63 (gray arrow).
Asterisks indicate that the difference between the mean SI or DTI for new and reference scenes is significantly different according to a
Wicoxon test (p  0.05; see text for description).
shown a minimum of three new scenes and three refer- period (SIref  0.55, SInew  0.47, p  0.04, Wilcoxon)
and the delay period (SIref  0.52, SInew  0.41, p  0.03,ences scenes. Using this criterion, we analyzed a total
of 57 cells during the scene period and 44 cells during Wilcoxon) of the task. These results show that using
the SI to define selectivity, hippocampal cells respondthe delay period of the task. For about half of the selec-
tive cells during the scene and delay, we analyzed data significantly more selectively to reference scenes com-
pared to new scenes.from at least four new and four reference scenes. Most
of the remaining cells had responses to either four new Another method that has been used to analyze selec-
tivity is a depth of tuning index (DTI; Moody et al., 1998).scenes and three reference scenes or three new scenes
and four reference scenes. The DTI expresses the difference between the maximal
and minimal response, normalized to the cell’s maximalThe SI provides a measure of how well the cell discrim-
inates between the set of new or reference scenes pre- response. To confirm our findings using the SI, for each
selective cell, we calculated a separate DTI for referencesented. For example, using this measure, cells with a
strong response to a particular reference or new scene and new scenes during the scene and delay periods of
the task. Consistent with the SI analysis, we found thatand weaker responses to the remaining reference or
new scenes would result in a high SI value. Cells that the average DTI for reference scenes was significantly
greater than the average DTI for new scenes during bothresponded similarly to all reference or new scenes would
have SI value close to 0. The distribution of SI values for the scene period (Figure 4C; DTIref  0.75, DTInew  0.67,
p  0.03, Wilcoxon) and the delay period (Figure 4D;the reference scenes and the new scenes is presented
separately for the scene period (Figure 4A) and delay DTIref  0.75, DTInew  0.63, p  0.02, Wilcoxon) of the
task. Thus, findings from both the SI and DTI analysesperiod (Figure 4B) of the task. We found that the average
SI for the reference scenes was significantly higher than show that hippocampal cells respond with an enhanced
selectivity to reference scenes compared to newthe average SI for the new scenes during both the scene
Well-Learned Information in the Hippocampus
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selectivity to reference scenes compared to new scenes,
for each cell, we calculated a ratio index (RI) of selectivity
defined as the selectivity to reference scenes minus the
selectivity to new scenes divided by their sum during
both the scene and delay periods of the task. For each
cell, we calculated two separate ratio indices, one using
SI values and the other using DTI values. Figures 6A
and 6B show the distribution of ratio indices using SI
values during the scene and delay period, respectively.
During both the scene and delay periods of the task,
there was a significant positive shift away from 0 in the
mean RI value (scene, p 0.001; delay, p  0.001; one-
sample t test). A significant positive shift away from 0
in the distribution for both the scene and delay periods
was also seen if we calculated the RI using the DTI
values (scene, p  0.01; delay, p  0.001; one-sample t
test). Thus, these findings show that many hippocampal
cells respond with a higher selectivity to reference
scenes compared to new scenes.
Next, we asked if the enhanced selectivity to reference
scenes was generally expressed as an increase or de-
crease in firing rate to reference compared to new
scenes, or a combination of the two. To address this
question, we first identified the individual cells with
greater selectivity to reference scenes compared to new
scenes using the ratio index (cells with positive index
ratio in Figures 6A and 6B; scene period, n  29; delay
period, n  28). A comparison of the average and best
firing rates to the reference and new scenes during the
scene period of the task revealed that the majority of
Figure 5. Examples of Two Selective Hippocampal Cells cells had lower firing rate to reference scenes compared
(A) Responses of a single selective hippocampal cell to four refer- to new scenes (20/29), while the remainder of the cells
ence scenes and three new scenes. This cell responded more selec- exhibited overall higher firing rates to reference scenes
tively to reference scenes (dark lines) compared to new scenes (light compared to new scenes (9/29; 2 test, p  0.04). Simi-
lines) by showing greater discrimination among reference scenes
larly, during the delay period of the task, the majority ofduring the scene period. The SI and DTI for reference scenes were
the cells had lower average (22/28) or best (18/28) firingboth 0.7 while the corresponding values for the new scenes were
0.3 and 0.4, respectively. rates to reference scenes compared to new scenes, and
(B) Example of another selectively responding cell with similar SI a minority of cells had higher average (6/28) or best (10/
values to both new and reference scenes. Unlike the cell in (A), this 28) firing rates to reference compared to new scenes.
cell appears to differentiate between novel and familiar scenes but For the delay period of the task, the 2 test was signifi-
does not respond selectively to either novel or familiar scenes. (Note
cant for the average response (p  0.002) but not thethat across the population, the response magnitude of hippocampal
best response (p  0.13). These findings suggest thatcells to new and reference scenes was not different; see text.) For
this cell, the SI and DTI for reference scenes were 0.1 and 0.3, the enhanced selectivity to reference scenes compared
respectively, and the corresponding values for the new scenes were to new scenes is generally expressed by a decrease in
both 0.1. Bin size 100 ms. All other conventions same as Figure 3. responses to reference scenes compared to new
scenes, but a minority of cells express the enhanced
selectivity with an overall increase in response to refer-scenes. Figure 5 shows the responses of two represen-
ence compared to new scenes.tative hippocampal cells to all new and reference scenes
presented. In the example in Figure 5A, the cell responds
with a high rate to only one of the reference scenes and Time Course of the Enhanced Selectivity
To further characterize the differences in selective re-much less to any of the other new or reference scenes.
Both the SI and DTI values for the reference scenes are sponses to new and reference scenes, we analyzed the
temporal dynamics of when the difference in selectivityhigh while the same measures for the new scenes are
low (see Figure 5 legend). In the example in Figure 5B, first appeared. For each cell, we computed the average
activity over successive 50 ms bins aligned at the scenethe cell responds with a generally higher rate to new
scenes compared to reference scenes, but according onset and calculated the DTI for each of the 50 ms bins
throughout the scene and delay periods of the task. Weto both the SI and DTI values, it does not discriminate
well between the sets of new and reference scenes. then compared the average DTI values for reference
and new scenes across each bin. The mean DTI wasWhile the histograms shown in Figure 4 illustrate the
range of selectivity measures to new and reference significantly higher for reference scenes compared to
new scenes beginning 50 ms from the stimulus onsetscenes, these graphs give no information about the rela-
tive selectivity of individual cells to reference versus new and continuing for all but one of the 50 ms bins through
the entire scene presentation (Figure 7). Thus, the en-scenes. To determine if individual cells have a higher
Neuron
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Figure 6. Radio Index Analysis for SI and DTI
(A and B) Distribution of the SI ratio index for 57 selective cells during the scene period (A) and 44 selective cells during the delay period of
the task (B). Arrows show the mean value of the distribution (mean for scenes  0.09, mean for delay  0.16).
(C and D) Distribution of the DTI ratio index for selective cells during the scene and delay periods of the task, respectively. The mean value
for the scene period for the DTI ratio index was 0.07 and mean value for the delay was 0.12. Other conventions same as (A) and (B).
hanced selectivity to reference scenes is present as ity to reference scenes relative to new scenes is likely
due to the wide range of visual response latencies ob-soon as these cells respond to the visual stimuli and is
therefore not likely driven by feedback signals from other served in the hippocampus including some cells with
very fast visual response latencies (range  50 to 350higher centers. The early onset of the enhanced selectiv-
ms; Figure 2). During the delay period, cells continue to
exhibit higher selectivity to the reference compared to
the new scenes throughout most of the delay period
as well (7/14 bins during the delay were significantly
different; p  0.05; Figure 7). A similar analysis done
using the SI showed 4 of 8 significant 50 ms bins during
the scene period and 5 of 14 significant 50 ms bins
during the delay period of the task.
Motor-Related Responses
To address the possibility that the activity of hippocam-
pal neurons may also be influenced by the direction of
eye movement response, we used a permutation test
(p  0.05) to compare the neuronal responses to the
four possible target locations during the eye movement
Figure 7. Time Course of Selective Response for Reference and response period of the task. The 110 cells used in this
New Scenes analysis included a minimum of 10 trials (range 10–92
DTI values are plotted for successive 50 ms bin intervals beginning trials) for at least 3 of the 4 possible eye movement
with scene onset through the end of the delay period of the task. directions. Note that because we did not require reversal
Asterisks indicate significant differences (paired t test; p  0.05) for
learning for the new or reference scenes, neither theeach bin. The x axis shows time in ms from scene onset and includes
responses to reference scenes alone nor new scenesboth the scene and delay periods of the task. The dark line on the
x axis indicates the time during which the stimulus was shown. alone included enough trials for each of the four possible
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target directions to do this comparison. Instead, we well-learned stimuli compared to novel stimuli. Similarly,
cells in primary auditory cortex (Blake et al., 2002; Gaocollapsed the data from both new and reference scenes
and Suga, 2000; Recanzone et al., 1992; Weinberger etto perform these analyses. We found only 10% (11/110)
al., 1993) and primary somatosensory cortex (Xerri etof the cells were directionally selective. This relatively
al., 1999) exhibit more highly tuned responses followingsmall number contrasts with the 67% (97/145) of hippo-
extensive experience with various sensory discrimina-campal cells that show visual selectivity during the
tion tasks. Taken together, these findings suggest thatscene and delay periods of the task (Table 1).
experience-dependant plasticity can be expressed asA second analysis of possible motor-related activity
enhanced sensory selectivity throughout widespreadfocused on the responses of the learning-related chang-
brain areas spanning from primary sensory cortices toing cells (Wirth et al., 2003) to reference and new scenes
the hippocampus.with the same rewarded target location. A previous
In this study, we defined selectivity using both a selec-study using a similar task (Chen and Wise, 1995) showed
tivity index (SI) and a depth of tuning index (DTI). Cellsthat cells in the supplementary eye field responded se-
with higher selectivity index values tended to respondlectively to a particular reference scene and during the
best to a certain stimulus in a category (i.e., referencelearning process came to respond similarly to a new
or new) and less to the other stimuli in that category,scene with the same rewarded target location (termed
while cells with low selectivity index values tended tolearning-dependent responses). This pattern of activity
respond more similarly to all stimuli in a category. Oursuggests a motor-based learning signal. In contrast to
data showed that more hippocampal cells expressedthe data from the supplementary eye field, none of the
the enhanced selectivity through an overall decrease inhippocampal changing cells (n  25) had similar re-
firing rate to reference scenes compared to new scenes,sponses to the new scenes and reference scenes with
while a minority of cells expressed the enhanced selec-the same rewarded target location during either the
tivity with an overall increase in firing rate to referencescene, delay, or response periods of the task (paired t
compared to new scenes. These findings are consistenttest, p  0.01). Taken together, these analyses suggest
with many previous studies reporting generally sup-that the direction of eye movement response has only
pressed responses to familiar compared to novel stimulia modest influence on the activity of hippocampal cells
(Li et al., 1993; Rainer and Miller, 2000; Xiang and Brown,in this task. However, because we did not require equal
1998). These findings are also in agreement with sugges-sampling of all response directions for either the new
tions by Baker et al. (2002) that the learning-inducedscenes or the reference scenes, it will be important to
increases in selectivity observed in the inferior temporaltest hippocampal cells in a task where all possible re-
cortex could be shaped by suppression to nonpreferredsponse locations are balanced across trials (Asaad et
stimuli. Our observation that a minority of cells withal., 1998).
enhanced selectivity respond with a higher firing rate to
reference compared to new scenes is similar to otherDiscussion
studies that have reported larger responses to learned
stimuli compared to unlearned stimuli (Kobatake et al.,
In this study, we characterized the patterns of neural
1998; Miyashita et al., 1993; Sakai and Miyashita, 1994).
activity of hippocampal cells to well-learned and highly
Further studies will be needed to determine if there are
familiar stimuli relative to novel stimuli. Three main find-
other differences between the populations of hippocam-
ings are reported. First, we found that there was no pal cells that express the enhanced selectivity with ei-
difference in the response magnitude or visual response ther a smaller or larger response magnitude to reference
latency of hippocampal neurons to well-learned com- compared to new scenes.
pared to novel stimuli. Second, we showed that hippo- Because our analysis focused only on the selectivity
campal cells signal well-learned information with an en- of the neural responses to the visual scenes, it leaves
hanced selectivity compared to novel information. Third, open the possibility that other long-term associative
we showed that the enhanced selectivity to familiar stim- memory signals may differentiate the responses seen
uli can be detected at the earliest time point of the in the hippocampus from other neocortical areas. For
hippocampal cell’s visual response. These findings pro- example, Naya et al. (2003) examined the neural corre-
vide some of the first neurophysiological evidence for lates of long-term memory (pair-coding responses) in
experience-dependent plasticity related to highly famil- the perirhinal cortex and area TE during the performance
iar stimuli in the monkey hippocampus. of a visual-visual paired associate task. They reported
Consistent with our findings, one previous study re- that substantially more neurons in the perirhinal cortex
ported no difference in the magnitude of response of exhibited significant pair-coding response compared to
hippocampal cells to new and familiar stimuli (Brown area TE. Moreover, the authors argued that because a
and Xiang, 1998). Stimulus selectivity to highly familiar subset of perirhinal neurons began to encode the asso-
and novel stimuli has not previously been investigated ciation between the paired stimuli as soon as the visual
in the hippocampus, though a number of studies have response was present, this suggests that the long-term
examined this question in the neocortex. For example, memory signals originate in the perirhinal cortex without
similar to our finding in the hippocampus, cells in area feedback from other areas.
TE (Baker et al., 2002; Kobatake et al., 1998; Logothetis One possible explanation for the enhanced selectivity
et al., 1995; Logothetis and Pauls, 1995; Naya et al., to the reference scenes compared to the new scenes
2003; Sigala et al., 2002), perirhinal cortex (Naya et al., is that this enhancement is due to plastic mechanisms
2003; Sakai and Miyashita, 1991), and prefrontal cortex in the hippocampus. This explanation is consistent with
our previous report showing that 28% of the selectively(Rainer et al., 1998) show an enhanced selectivity to
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responding hippocampal neurons signal new learning is fedback to area TE. Although Miyashita’s group has
during the location-scene association task by changing not recorded in the hippocampus during the visual-
their response to particular learned scenes (Wirth et al., visual paired associate task, their findings provide com-
2003). These changing responses also corresponded to pelling evidence that medial temporal lobe areas strongly
significant changes in the neuron’s stimulus-selective interconnected with the hippocampus (i.e., entorhinal
response properties. We refer to these cells as changing and perirhinal cortices) play an important role in both the
cells. Because one subcategory of changing cells (termed representation and retrieval of well-learned associative
sustained changing cells) signaled learning with a signif- memories. Moreover, the findings from the current study
icantly increased or decreased response relative to suggest the possibility that selective signals underlying
baseline and this change was maintained for the dura- the well-learned visual-visual associations may also be
tion of the recording session, we hypothesize that these seen in the hippocampus.
cells may participate in the circuit involved in the long- In summary, our findings show that neurons in the
term representation of these new associations (Wirth et hippocampus are involved in the representation of well-
al., 2003). These findings taken together with the present learned and extensively practiced location-scene asso-
analyses suggest that with extensive, daily experience, ciations. These findings taken together with the reports
the striking learning-related plasticity observed during of Miyashita (Higuchi and Miyashita, 1996; Naya et al.,
initial learning (Wirth et al., 2003) may eventually evolve 2001) suggest the possibility that daily practice of well-
into the enhanced selectivity to highly familiar reference learned associations results in a strong stimulus-selec-
scenes observed in this study. The precise time course tive signal throughout the medial temporal lobe that may
of these long-term changes remains to be determined. persist for as long as the associations are practiced
These findings provide neurophysiological evidence daily. It will be important to test the role of daily practice
that well-learned information is represented in the hip- on these representations directly by discontinuing prac-
pocampus by an enhanced selectivity. These results are tice with the reference scenes for weeks or months and
somewhat surprising given previous studies showing then examining the patterns of neural activity after the
that lesions of the medial temporal lobe in monkeys reference scenes are re-introduced. Similar to the ap-
produced no impairment on pre-operatively learned as- proach of Miyashita and his colleagues, studies in which
sociations on a task similar to our location-scene associ- the effect of hippocampal lesions on the neural response
ation task (Murray and Wise, 1996; Wise and Murray, properties of other medial temporal lobe or neocortical
1999). While these lesion results suggest that other brain areas will also be important to clarify the specific contri-
areas can support normal performance for well-learned bution of the hippocampus in the representation of well-
associations if the medial temporal lobe is damaged, learned location-scene associations. Finally, these re-
because the animals in the Wise and Murray studies sults also have implications for computational models
could have been using a different retrieval strategy after of hippocampal-cortical interaction. While many models
the lesion, these findings do not rule out the possibility assume highly plastic but transient responses in the
that the hippocampus may normally play a role in the hippocampus and slower, more gradual changes in the
representation of well-learned associations. An impor- cortex (McClelland et al., 1995; O’Reilly and Norman,
tant question for future research will be to specify the 2002), our findings suggest that with extensive daily
contribution of the hippocampus in representing well- practice, the hippocampus also comes to represent
learned information with respect to the contribution of well-learned information.
other neocortical areas thought to be involved in long-
term storage like visual area TE. Experimental Procedures
Indeed, there is strong evidence from other neuro-
physiological and lesion studies in monkeys that support Behavioral Task
Before recording began, both monkeys were trained 5 days a weekthe idea that medial temporal lobe structures play a
on the location-scene association task with both highly familiar ref-critical role in the representation and retrieval of well-
erence scenes and new scenes. Monkey 1 had 7 months of traininglearned associations. In one study, Miyashita and his
on the task, including experience with the first set of four referencecolleagues showed that neurons in visual area TE sig- scenes, before 11 months of recording started. This monkey was
naled well-learned visual-visual paired associates with then given a second set of reference scenes that he learned for 14
significantly correlated responses to the two stimuli that days of training. Because the animal was performing at 100% correct
had been paired together in memory (pair-coding neu- on this second set of reference scenes at the end of this practice
period, we then used this second set of four scenes and the animal’srons; Higuchi and Miyashita, 1996). Similar to our experi-
reference scenes in recording experiments lasting 7 months. Themental procedure, these visual-visual associations were
responses to both the first and second set of reference scenes forlearned remotely and practiced daily before recording
monkey 1 were included in all the analyses. Monkey 2 had 6 months
commenced. They showed that unilateral lesions of the of training on the task including experience with a set of reference
entorhinal and perirhinal cortices resulted in the disap- scenes before 17 months of recording commenced. Monkey 2 used
pearance of pair-coding signals in area TE. Using the the same set of reference scenes throughout both training and re-
same task, this group also showed that the perirhinal cording.
Each trial started with the animal fixating a central fixation spotcortex and area TE differ in the timing of a “pair recall”
for 300 ms. The monkey then saw four identical visual targets super-signal selective for the upcoming paired associate that
imposed on a complex color visual scene for 500 ms. Following ais observed during the delay period of the task (Naya
700 ms delay interval, during which the scene disappeared but
et al., 2001). They showed that the perirhinal cortex the targets remained on the screen, the fixation spot disappeared,
exhibits the pair recall signal earlier in the trial compared cueing the animal to make an eye movement to one of the four
to area TE. Both findings support the idea that an asso- visual targets. Fixation was required for the duration of the scene
and delay periods of the task. For each visual scene, only one ofciative recall signal originating in the perirhinal cortex
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the targets was associated with reward, and the rewarded targets sive by comparing mean baseline (300 ms prior to stimulus onset)
with that of the scene and delay period.were counterbalanced across novel scenes. Each new scene always
had a rewarded target location different from that of the other new To define whether neurons responded selectively during the
scene and delay periods of the task, a permutation test was per-scenes in the set. The four highly familiar reference scenes each
had a different rewarded target location. Because new and reference formed on the responses to all reference and new scenes presented.
This is a “distribution-free” statistical method that does not requirescenes were always presented in a randomly intermixed fashion,
the reference scenes could not be used as a cue for the correct any assumptions about the underlying distribution. For each cell,
we estimated the probability that the mean firing rates in responselocation of any given new scene. Over the course of the session,
animals eventually learned, through trial and error, which target to each visual scene could be obtained by randomly associating
neuronal activity with each one of the images (the null hypothesislocation was associated with each new scene. Performance on ref-
erence scenes was always at or near 100% correct. is that average neuronal activity in response to each scene is the
same). For each cell, average firing rate on every trial during scene
(or delay) period was randomly associated with a response to one
Recording Techniques of the visual images presented (without replacement) and the mean
Two adult male rhesus monkeys participated in the experiment. was calculated for each group. The obtained means were then trans-
Following behavioral training, the animals were implanted with an formed into z scores, and the absolute values of z scores were
eye coil, a head post, and a recording cylinder under isoflurane added together to get a composite z score. We performed 1000 of
anesthesia using sterile surgical techniques. Animals received post- such random permutations, each time calculating the composite z
operative analgesics, and all procedures and treatments were in score. Thus, we obtained a shuffled distribution of composite z
accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care scores, allowing us to estimate the probability of obtaining a com-
and Use of Laboratory Animals. During the recording experiments, posite z score by chance for each neuron. Cells were classified as
animals were seated comfortably in a primate chair (Crist Instru- selective (being significantly modulated by visual features of images)
ments, Damascus, MD) while the head was restrained. Individual if the composite z score was greater than 99% of the information
tungsten microelectrodes (catalog # UEWLEFSM4N1E, FHC, Bow- obtained using randomly shuffled input. The population of hippo-
doin, ME) were advanced with a hydraulic microdrive inserted campal cells included in this permutation analysis (including both
through a stainless steel guide tube positioned in a grid system changing and nonchanging cells) responded an average of 25  1
(Crist Instruments). We used an online spike-sorting system (MSD, times (range 10–71) to each reference scene and an average of 35
Nazareth, Israel) to isolate the activity of individual neurons through- 1 times (range 10–97) to each new scene. We also confirmed that
out the recording area. We made no attempt to prescreen isolated the results of the permutation test were in good agreement with
neurons. Instead, once any neuron was well isolated, we started a both the Kruskal-Wallis test (p  0.05) and a one-way ANOVA (p 
new recording session by giving the animal a set of new scenes 0.05). For cells that showed scene-selective response, visual re-
together with reference scenes. sponse latency was estimated as the time from the scene onset to
the half of the maximal response of a cell. Cells with atypical visual
responses including cells with multiple, irregular peaks of activityRecording Locations
during the scene period were excluded from this analysis. To defineThe position of the recording chamber for each animal was calcu-
the “best” response, we ranked a cell’s responses to all stimulilated using presurgical MRI images. Chambers were implanted on
presented and chose a maximal excitatory or inhibitory response.the dorsal surface of the skull above the hippocampus in both ani-
In addition, we applied the permutation test (p  0.01) to estimatemals. To determine the location of the recording sites, we first mea-
the effects of directionality of motor responses on a subset of cellssured the distance from the dorsal surface of the brain to the bottom
(110/145) for which the animals sampled at least three differentof the brain directly using a thin microelectrode probe. We then
directions during performance of new and reference scenes. Forused the MRI images from each animal to calculate the distance
this analysis, the neural activity for correct and error trials werefrom the bottom of the brain to the dorsal and ventral limits of the
sorted based on direction of eye-movement response.hippocampus. All of our recording sites fell within the hippocampus
for both animals. Recording sites appeared to cover all hippocampal
subdivisions (i.e., dentate gyrus, CA3, CA1, and subicular complex).
Selectivity Index
However, without histological verification (both animals are currently
The selectivity index (SI) was calculated on average normalized firing
participating in ongoing studies), no conclusions can be made con-
rates during the scene and delay period (Moody et al., 1998). It was
cerning the precise locations of the cells.
defined as the following:
Data Analysis SI  (n  
n
i1
i /max)/(n  1),
All data were analyzed with custom written Matlab (MathWorks,
Natick, MA) programs. Statistical analyses were done using either
the statistics toolbox in Matlab or Stastistica (StatSoft, Tulsa, OK). where i is response to ith scene, max is maximal response for a cell,
Baseline activity was defined as the average activity during the 300 and n is the total number of scenes. We calculated SIref and SInew
ms fixation period. Activity during a sample period was analyzed separately for each cell.
50–500 ms after stimulus onset, and delay period activity was as-
sessed 50–700 ms after stimulus offset. For all neural analyses, the
Depth of Tuning Indexresponses were normalized by subtracting the baseline activity from
The depth of tuning index (DTI; Moody et al., 1998) was calculatedeither the scene or delay period activity. The absolute value of this
on mean normalized responses during the scene and delay periodnumber was then used in the analysis. To ensure that we analyzed
as follows:responses only of cells that were stable over time, we applied the
following criteria to the population of cells. For the majority of cells




ses. The stability of their responses was examined by a change-
point test at p  0.05 (Siegel and Castellan, 1988). However, 25/
145 neurons showed learning-related changes in neuronal activity where max and min are the average firing rates. Similar to SI analysis,
we calculated DTIref and DTInew separately for each cell. To examinethat were highly correlated with behavioral performance (Wirth et
al., 2003). For these cells, we analyzed only the trials (including both the temporal properties of the neuronal responses to reference and
new scenes, we computed SIs and DTIs on population average overcorrect and error trials) when the animals were performing better
than 80% correct. Thus, any significant learning-related changes 50 ms bins starting from stimulus onset for cells with selective
responses during the scene and delay periods. Comparisons ofwere excluded from the present analysis. Trials when the animal
broke fixation or failed to complete were excluded from the analyses. selectivity index distributions were done using Wilcoxon signed rank
test and a paired t test, both evaluated at p  0.05.We used a paired t test (p  0.05) to determine if a cell was respon-
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Ratio Index Kim, J.J., and Fanselow, M.S. (1992). Modality-specific retrograde
amnesia of fear. Science 256, 675–677.A ratio index (RI) was calculated as follows for the SI:




, discrimination training on the selectivity of inferotemporal cells in
adult monkeys. J. Neurophysiol. 80, 324–330.
or for the DTI: Li, L., Miller, E.K., and Desimone, R. (1993). The representation of
stimulus familiarity in anterior inferior temporal cortex. J. Neurophys-




Logothetis, N.K., and Pauls, J. (1995). Psychophysical and physio-
logical evidence for viewer-centered object representations in thewhere SIref/DTIref and SInew/DTInew are the index values for each cell.
primate. Cereb. Cortex 3, 270–288.Thus, RISI or RIDTI reflect differences in the selectivity of neuronal
responses during either scene or delay periods of the task, in terms Logothetis, N.K., Pauls, J., and Poggio, T. (1995). Shape representa-
of responses to reference and new scenes for each cell. For each tion in the inferior temporal cortex of monkeys. Curr. Biol. 5, 552–563.
of these indices, the values range between 1 and 1, with a value Manns, J.R., Hopkins, R.O., and Squire, L.R. (2003). Semantic mem-
near 1 indicating a higher differential selectivity and a value near 0 ory and human hippocampus. Neuron 38, 127–133.
indicating same selectivity to reference and new scenes. A positive
McClelland, J.L., Mc Naughton, B.L., and O’Reilly, R.C. (1995). Why
index indicates cells with greater selectivity to reference scenes,
there are complimentary learning systems in the hippocampus and
and a negative index indicates greater selectivity to new scenes.
neocortex: insights from the successes and failures of connectionist
models of learning and memory. Psych. Rev. 102, 419–457.
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